
Some Variants of Polygon Containment andMinimum Hausdor� Distance under Translation are3sum-Hard�Gill Barequety Sariel Har-PeledzSeptember 4, 1998AbstractThe 3sum problem represents a class of problems conjectured to require
(n2) time to solve, where n is the size of the input. Given two simple polygonsP and Q in the plane, we show that some variants of the decision problem,whether there exists a transformation of P that makes it contained in Q, are3sum-hard. In the �rst variant P and Q are any simple polygons and theallowed transformations are translations only; in the second and third variantsboth polygons are convex and we allow either rotations only or any rigid motion.We also show that �nding the translation in the plane that minimizes theHausdor� distance between two segment sets is 3sum-hard.1 IntroductionIn this paper we consider the class of 3sum-hard problems, introduced by Gajentaanand Overmars [GO95], and show that two polygon containment problems are in thisclass. The 3sum problem is to decide whether there exists a triple a; b; c in a set ofn integers such that a + b + c = 0. Currently, the fastest known algorithms for thisproblem require �(n2) time.A problem is called 3sum-hard (or n2-hard in the original notation of [GO95]) ifany instance of the 3sum problem can be reduced to an instance of the other problem�Work on this paper by the �rst author has been supported by the U.S. Army Research O�ceunder MURI Grant DAAH04-96-1-0013. Work by the second author has been supported by a grantfrom the U.S.-Israeli Binational Science Foundation.yCenter for Geometric Computing, Dept. of Computer Science, Johns Hopkins University, Balti-more, MD 21218. E-mail: barequet@cs.jhu.eduzSchool of Mathematical Sciences, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel. E-mail:sariel@math.tau.ac.il 1



via a transformation that takes o(n2) time, where n is the size of the input. Thus,a subquadratic algorithm for any such problem will imply a subquadratic algorithmfor 3sum, which is conjectured in [GO95] not to exist.In this paper we gradually establish several 3sum-hardness results: We �rst provethat deciding whether there exists a translation of a set of intervals on the real line,that makes it contained in another set of intervals, is 3sum-hard. Using this result wethen prove that deciding whether there exists a translation of a simple polygon, thatmakes it contained in another simple polygon in the plane, is also 3sum-hard. Wealso show that the latter problem remains 3sum-hard when the polygons are convexand we also allow rotations. Finally, we show that computing the translation in theplane that minimizes the Hausdor� distance between set of segments is 3sum-hard.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the required terminology.In Sections 3, 4, and 5, respectively, we show that the interval containment problem,some polygon containment problems, and computing the minimumHausdor� distanceunder translation between two segment sets, respectively, are all 3sum-hard. Weconclude in Section 6 with mentioning a few open problems.2 3sum-Hard ProblemsIn this section we closely follow [GO95] and introduce more formally the notion of a3sum-hard problem and the machinery used to prove such a hardness result.De�nition 1 Given two problems pr1 and pr2 we say that pr1 is f(n)-solvableusing pr2 if every instance of pr1 of size n can be solved by using a constant numberof instances of pr2 (of size O(n)) and O(f(n)) additional time. We denote this aspr1nf(n) pr2:If pr1 nf(n) pr2 and pr2 nf(n) pr1 we say that pr1 and pr2 are f(n)-equivalent and denote this by pr1 �f(n) pr2:When pr1 is f(n)-solvable using pr2, this means that pr1 is \easier" than pr2(provided that solving pr1 requires 
(f(n)) time). That is, when f(n) is su�cientlysmall, lower bounds for pr1 carry over to pr2 and upper bounds for pr2 hold forpr1.The following two problems are de�ned as representatives of their n2-hardnessclass (now called 3sum-hard).Problem 3sum: Given a set S of n integer numbers, are there a; b; c 2 S witha+ b + c = 0? 2



Problem 3sum': Given three sets of integer numbers A;B; and C of total size n,are there a 2 A, b 2 B, and c 2 C with a+ b = c?Theorem 2.1 ([GO95]) 3sum' �n 3sum.De�nition 2 A problem pr is 3sum-hard if 3sumnf(n) pr, where f(n) = o(n2).3 Interval ContainmentIn this section we show that the following two problems are 3sum-hard:Problem EqDist(equal distance): Given two sets P and Q of n and m = O(n)real numbers, respectively, is there a pair p1; p2 2 P and a pair q1; q2 2 Q such thatp1 � p2 = q1 � q2?Problem SegContPnt(segments containing points): Given a set P of n realnumbers and a set Q of m = O(n) disjoint intervals of real numbers, is there a realnumber (translation) v such that P + v � Q?In the next section we interpret P and Q as sets of points and segments, respec-tively (or, more generally, two segment sets), on the real line. We therefore call theproblem \segments containing points".Theorem 3.1 3sum'nn EqDist and 3sum'nn SegContPnt.Proof: Let (A;B;C) be an Instance of 3sum', such that jAj = jBj = jCj = n.Without loss of generality we assume that A [ B [ C � (0; 1) (this may be achievedby performing linear transformations). We create a set P of 2n numbers from Cby mapping each number ci 2 C into a pair of numbers with di�erence 3 � ci. Inparticular, P = n100i; 100i+ 3� ci ��� ci 2 C; i = 1; : : : ; no :We also de�ne the following set of numbers:Q = A [ n3� b ��� b 2 Bo :We calim that (P;Q) is a corresponding instance of the EqDist problem.First assume that there exists a solution for the 3sum' instance, that is, a triplea 2 A, b 2 B, and ci 2 C such that a + b = ci. Then there exists a solution for theEqDist instance: (100i + 3 � ci) � (100i) = (3 � b) � a. Now assume that thereexists a solution for the EqDist instance, that is, p1; p2 2 P and q1; q2 2 Q such thatp1�p2 = q1�q2. Obviously, p1 and p2 must correspond to the same ci 2 C, otherwisethe di�erence between them would be at least 97, while the di�erence between q1 and3



q2 is at most 3. Moreover, jp1 � p2j > 1, thus q1 and q2 cannot correspond to a pairof points of A or a pair of points of B, in which case jq1 � q2j < 1. Thus, there arenumbers 100i; 100i+3�ci 2 P (where ci 2 C) and a; 3�b 2 Q (where a 2 A; b 2 B),such that (100i� 3 � ci) � (100i) = (3 � b) � a. This implies a + b = ci, a solutionfor the 3sum' instance. Thus we have 3sum'nn EqDist.It is easy to extend the EqDist instance to an SegContPnt instance by addingtwo new intervals to Q:Q0 = [�100(n� 1);�94] [Q [ [100; 100(n� 1) + 6]:The length and location of the two additional intervals are chosen such that a segmentcan contain a translation of only (n � 1) (but not n) pairs of P , and that even theunion of the two intervals can not contain any translation of P .Thus, there exists a trasnaltion P + v � Q0 i� there are at least one (and thustwo) points of P + v that are covered by Q. Argueing as above, we conclude thatthis pair of points of P + v correpsonds to a solution of the above EqDist problem.It is also easy to verify that a solution of the above instance of the EqDist problemcorrepsonds to a translation such that P + v � Q0.
4 Polygon ContainmentIn this section we show that the simple polygon containment (PolyCont) problemand the convex polygon containment with rotations (CPolyContRot) problem inthe plane are 3sum-hard.Problem PolyCont: Given two simple polygons P and Q in the plane with n andm = O(n) edges, respectively, is there a translation of P that makes it contained inQ?Problem CPolyContRot: Given two convex polygons P and Q in the plane withn and m = O(n) edges, respectively, is there a rotation of P that makes it containedin Q?Problem CPolyContRMotion: Given two convex polygons P and Q in the planewith n and m = O(n) edges, respectively, is there a rigid motion (translation androtation) of P that makes it contained in Q?Given a set S of intervals on the real line, we denote by I(S) the smallest intervalof real numbers that covers the entire set S.Theorem 4.1 SegContPntnn log n PolyCont.Proof: Let (A;B) be an SegContPnt instance, such that jAj; jBj = O(n). As-sume, without loss of generality, that A and B are embedded along the x-axis. We4
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Figure 1: Converting a segment set to a polygonconstruct a PolyCont instance for which there is a solution if and only if thereexists a solution for the original SegContPnt instance.Formally, a set S of intervals is mapped to the simple polygon COMB(S) =S � [0; 1] [ I(S) � [�1; 0] (see Figure 1). We compute CA = COMB(A) and CB =COMB(B) in O(n logn) time by sorting A and B along the x-axis. Clearly, if CA +(u; v) � CB, for some (u; v) 2 IR2, then v = 0 (since the height of both CA and CBis 2). Moreover, it is easily seen (by de�nition) that CA + (u; 0) � CB if and only ifA+ u � B.Theorem 4.2 SegContPntnn log n CPolyContRot and SegContPntnn log nCPolyContRMotion.Proof: Let (A0; B0) be an SegContPnt instance such that jA0j; jB0j = O(n).Assume without loss of generality that A0; B0 � [0:45; 0:55]. Let A = f0:1g[A0[f0:9gand B = [0; 0:2][B0 [ [0:8; 1]. Clearly, A+ v � B if and only if A0 + v � B0, for anyv 2 IR.Let C be the unit circle centered at the origin o, f(x) = (sin(x=100); cos(x=100))be a mapping of the real line into C, and A = f(A);B = f(B). Obviously, thereexists a translation v 2 IR such that A+ v � B if and only if there is a rotation of Aaround o that makes A contained in B.Given a circular interval (an arc) I � C, we denote by p(I) the intersection pointbetween the two lines tangent to C at l(I) and r(I), the two endpoints of I. (In caseI is a point, p(I) = I.) For a set S of arcs on C, we de�ne W (S) = CH(f(0; 0)g [SI2S fl(I); r(I); p(I)g) (CH(�) is the convex-hull operator). See Figure 2 for anillustration. Again, we compute W (A) and W (B) in O(n logn) time (by sorting Aand B along C).Given a solution for the original SegContPnt instance, it immediately inducessolutions for the corresponding CPolyContRot and CPolyContRMotion prob-lems: if A+ v � B (for some v 2 IR), let Rv be the corresponding rotation around o5
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Figure 2: Constructing a convex polygon from a set of circular arcssuch that Rv(A) � (B). By de�nition, Rv(W (A)) � W (B). Similarly, a solution forthe CPolyContRot instance induces a solution for the SegContPnt instance.We thus have SegContPntnn log n CPolyContRot.Gill - to add �gure here to demonstrate what the heck are swe speaking about inthe next paragraph?We need more e�ort to show that a solution for the CPolyContRMotioninstance induces a solution for the SegContPnt instance. Let, then, (W (A);W (B))be a CPolyContRMotion instance for which there is a solution. Note that W (A)and W (B) are long skinny polygons (of length more than 1 and width less then 0.01),where one \end" of both polygons is the point o. Therefore the transformation thatmakes W (A) contained inW (B) maps o either to a point near the origin or to a pointnear the other end of W (B), that is, W (A) is rotated by roughly 180� and translatedby roughly (0; 1). Let us �rst rule out the latter option. The wider end of W (A)(made of the points of A on C) is of width 0.008. The opening angle of W (B) is 0.01.A simple calculation shows that in order to have the wider end of W (A) containedin the narrower end of W (B), it should be translated upward (along the y-axis, afterthe rotation around the origin) by at least 1.2, thereby making W (A) \penetrate"the wider end of W (B).Consider, then, the former transformation, that maps o to a point close to it.The two extreme sides of W (A) (the segments o f(0:1) and o f(0:9)) of length 1 areseparated from the interior of W (A) (lying between f(minA) and f(maxA)) by twoareas of length less then 1. Therefore the transformation that makes W (A) containedin W (B) must map the two extreme sides of W (A) to lie inside W ([f(0); f(0:2)]) andW ([f(0:8); f(1)]). The transformedW (A) can now be continuously and rigidly movedfurther to make the origin invariant under the compound transformation, while theimage of W (A) is still contained in W (B).However, the compound transformation is nothing but a rotation. Recall that wehave already shown above that there exists a solution for the CPolyContRot in-6



stance if and only if there exists a solution for the SegContPnt instance. ThereforeSegContPntnn log n CPolyContRMotion.The CPolyContRot problem can be solved in O(n2 logn) time by perofmring anangular sweeping around the reference points; namely, we rotate the polygon P aroundthe reference point o, maintaining the intersection p9oints between the boundary ofthe rotated P and the boundary of Q.5 Hausdor� Distance between Segment SetsIn this section we show that computing the minimum Hausdor� distance under trans-lation between two planar sets of segments is 3sum-hard.De�nition 3 Let A and B be two compact subsets of IR2. The one-sided Hausdor�distance from A to B is de�ned as�0(A;B) = maxa2A minb2B jja� bjj(where jj � jj is the Euclidean distance), and the two-sided Hausdor� distance (\Haus-dor� distance", in short) between A and B is de�ned as�(A;B) = max(�0(A;B); �0(B;A)):The minimum (one-sided) Hausdor� distance under translation between A and Bis d0H(A;B) = minT2IRd �0(T (A); B):Similarly, the minimum Hausdor� distance under translation between A and B isdH(A;B) = minT2IRd �(T (A); B):The translation T that realizes the minimum distance is called the optimal transla-tional matching between A and B.Problem 1SdSegHausDist (1-sided segment Hausdorff distance): Giventwo sets A;B, each containing n segments in IR2, compute d0H(A;B).It is trivial to see that 1SdSegHausDist is 3sum-hard, since it is a generalizationof SegContPnt: Let (P;Q) be a SegContPnt instance; then, by de�nition, thereexists a number u 2 IR for which P + u � Q if and only if d0H(P;Q) = 0.Problem SegHausDist (segment Hausdorff distance): Given two sets A;B,each containing n segments in IR2, compute dH(A;B).7
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Figure 3: Two con�gurations that realize the minimum Hausdor� distance undertranslationTheorem 5.1 SegContPntnn SegHausDist.Proof: We begin with a reduction of an SegContPnt instance to an instanceof computing the one-sided Hausdor� distance between two sets of segments in theplane, and show how to extend tha latter into an instance of computing the (two-sided) Hausdor� distance. First we establish the following:Lemma 5.2 Let (P;Q) be an SegContPnt instance of size n. Then, either d0H(P;Q) =0 or d0H(P;Q) > " = "(P;Q), where " can be computed in only O(n) time (withoutactually solving the corresponding 1SdSegHausDist instance).Proof: First we note that the input to a 3sum' problem is a set of integer numbers,and that the reduction from 3sum' to SegContPnt (see Section 3) involves only ra-tional operators. Therefore we may assume that the description of the SegContPntproblem (numbers in P and interval endpoints in Q) consists of only rational num-bers, all of which belong to the interval [0; 1]. Denote the largest denominator of allthese numbers by M . This number can be computed in O(n) time.We assume that d0H(P;Q) > 0, and we set a lower bound on d0H(P;Q) in termsof M . Let u be the translation that realizes d0H(P;Q). Clearly, there are two pointsp1; p2 2 P and two respective points q1; q2 2 Q (segment endpoints), for which j(p1 +u)�q1j = j(p2+u)�q2j = u. Moreover, p1 and p2 are \interlocked" with q1 and q2, inthe sense that modifying u slightly (by increasing or decreasing it) results in enlargingeither j(p1+u)�q1j or j(p2+u)�q2j. (If no such four numbers existed, we would be ableto improve (decrease) the 1-sided Hausdor� distance between P and Q by modifyingslightly the value of u.) Figure 3 show the two possible con�gurations of p1; p2 (shownas empty circles), q1, and q2 (shown as �lled circles). Without loss of generality weassume the upper con�guration. Thus, d0H(P;Q) = (p1 + u) � q1 = q2 � (p2 + u),hence u = (q2+ q2� p1� p2)=2 and d0H(P;Q) = (p1� p2� q1+ q2)=2. Therefore eitherd0H(P;Q) = 0 or d0H(P;Q) � "(P;Q) = 1=(2M4).We use this resolution property of the one-sided Hausdor� distance for extendingthe 1SdSegHausDist instance into a (two-sided distance) SegHausDist instance.We de�ne the four lines, `1 : y = 1:6"; `2 : y = 0:8"; `3 : y = �0:8"; `4 : y = �1:6",and construct an SegHausDist instance (A;B), where A = P [ `2 [ `3 and B =8
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Figure 4: The construction that shows that SegHausDist is 3sum-hardQ[ `1 [ `4 (see Figure 4). In order to complete the proof we need to show that thereexists a number u 2 IR such that P + u � Q if and only if dH(A;B) < ".First assume that there exists a number u 2 IR that solves the SegContPntinstance. It follows immediately that dH(A;B) < ". Indeed, each point in P + u iscontained in Q, each point in Q is within distance 0:8" from `2 (or `3) which is in A,and each point in `1 or `4 (which are in B) is within distance 0:8" from some pointin `2 or `3 (which are in A), and vice versa. See Figure 4.Now assume that dH(A;B) < ". Since the problem is symmetric along the y axis(around 0), we may assume without loss of generality that v, the y component of thetranslation, is non-negative. We show that v � 0:3". Assume to the contrary thatv > 0:3". Then no point of `4 (which is in B) has a counterpart point of A withindistance less than 1:1", which is a contradiction. Hence v � 0:3". This means that theclosest point of every point of P (resp., Q) out of the points of B (resp., A) belongsto Q (resp., P ). Therefore dH(P;Q) < ", and in particular, d0H(P;Q) < ". Thus,according to Lemma 5.2, d0H(P;Q) = 0, which, in turn, implies that there exists anumber u 2 IR such that P + u � Q, establishing the claim.The fastest known algorithm for computing the minimum Hausdor� distance un-der translation between two point sets A and B, where jAj = jBj = n, is due toHuttenlocher et al. [HKS93]; its running time is O(n3 logn�(n2)). Computing the op-timal translational matching between two planar segment sets A and B can be done inO(n4 log3 n) time by the parametric-search algorithm of Agarwal et al. [AST94]. Theinterested reader is referred to the survey of Alt et al. [AG97] for further informationon geometric matching.6 ConclusionsIn this paper we prove that several containment problems, and computing the mini-mum Hausdor� distance under translation between two planar sets of segments, are3sum-hard. We conclude by mentioning a few open problems.� Is the special case of SegContPnt, where both sets contain only points, 3sum-9



hard too?1� Are other variants of the minimum Hausdor� distance problem 3sum-hard?� Given a set S of n points in the plane, consider the decision problem of deter-mining whether all the �n2� distances induced by S are distinct. Is this problem3sum-hard?AcknowledgmentsThe author wishes to thank Alon Efrat for helpful discussions concerning the problemsstudied in this paper and related problems.References[AG97] H. Alt and L. J. Guibas. Resemblance of geometric objects. In J.-R. Sackand J. Urrutia, editors, Handbook on Computational Geometry, pages ??{??North-Holland, 1997. To appear.[AST94] Pankaj K. Agarwal, M. Sharir, and S. Toledo. Applications of parametricsearching in geometric optimization. J. Algorithms, 17:292{318, 1994.[GO95] A. Gajentaan and M. H. Overmars. On a class of O(n2) problems in com-putational geometry. Comput. Geom. Theory Appl., 5:165{185, 1995.[HKS93] D. P. Huttenlocher, K. Kedem, and M. Sharir. The upper envelope ofVoronoi surfaces and its applications. Discrete Comput. Geom., 9:267{291,1993.

1This version of SegContPnt was introduced to the authors by S.R. Kosaraju.10


